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ABSTRACT
The Institute of Space and Aeronautical
Science, University of Tokyo has developed
the Mu series satellite' launchers. M-3S as
the newest version of Mu family is a three
stage solid propel I ant rocket in which TVC
systems are Introduced! first in the firststage as well as the second stage. ' The
first flight test of M-3S has been success
fully conducted on February 17th 1980.
Following to the historical remarks on the
deve1opment of Mu seni es , veh I c I e descrIption, principles of the flight procedure
including guidance and control and results
of.the flight test are reviewed. Further
improvement of Mu is programmed concerning
to future sc i ent i f I c space observat i on,
particularly to the interplanetary probe
PLANET-A aiming at optical (UV) observationof Halley f s Comet.

successf u I I y orb I tedl the th i rd sc \ ent i f i c
satellite "TAIYO" of 86 kilogram weight in
February 1975. TAIYO1 was designed for con
ducting synthetic observations o^n aeronomy in
the magnetosphere, themnosphere and mesosphere
with a special reference to the solarterrestrial Interactions through radiation
and particles. The launch of the third M-3C
made in February 1976 was unsuccessful and
failed to orbit the fourth scientific
satellite CORSA (Cosmic Radiation Satellite),
which aimed at cosmic heavy primaries and X-
ray astronomy observations.
As the third generation of the Mu-rocket the
ISAS developed the M-3H vehicle, which was
designed to have a more pay load weight capability than M-3C by the thrust augmentation
furnished by extending the first stage motor.
The first flight test of M-3H was made in
February 1977, and a technological test
satellite "TANSEI-3" was put Into a semi-polar
orbit. Following this test scientific satel
lites "KYGKKG" and "JIK!KEN" were put Into
orbit by M-3H f s In February and September 1978,
respectively. "KYOKKO11 was designed for
studies on aurora and related phenomena on a
semi-polar orbit, and "JIKIKEN" was designed
for studies on wave-particle interaction in
magnetosphere on a highly eccentric low
inclination orbit. Both of them have partici
pated in the International Magnetosphere
Study (1976-1979).

HISTORICAL REMARKS

The ISAS is responsible for the developments
of satellite launch vehicles and scientific
satellites. The first generation of the
satellite launch vehicle planned by the ISAS
was M-4S. In February 1970 Lambda-45, that
was designed as a simulation test vehicle
for the development of M-4S, injected the
Japan's first satellite "OHSUMI" into an
orbit.. Following the launch of a technology
test satellite "TANSEI" in February 1971, M4S vehicles successfully launched two full
fledged scientific satellites "SHINSEI" in
September 1971 and "DENPA" in August 1972.

in February 1979 CORSA-b was launched by M-3C4 Into a circular orbit to supplement the
former failure of CORSA. This satellite named
"HAKUCHO" Is serving as a monitor for new
celestial X-ray sources and their burst
phenomena*

M-3C, the second generation of Mu series? is
a three-stage solid propel I ant rocket designed
to inject a scientific satellite around 90 kg,
Its another feature is the introduction of
the flight control system utilizing IfTVC
(Liquid Inj ecti on Thrust Vector Cont roI) and
sidejets for the second stage. The first
test of M-3C launch vehicle was successfully
made in February 1974 and a technology test
satellite "TANSEI-2" of 56 kilogram- weight
was put into an orbit. The second M-3C

N-3S Is the fourth generation of Mu series
satellite launch vehicles. It is an improved .
version of M-3H and Is provided with a flight
control capability during the burning phase
of the first stage. The first test launch CM35- 1/MS-T4) has been conducted on Fab, 17*1980.
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VEHICLE DESCRIPTION

Configuration of M-3S is shown in Fig. I. A
summary of the stage dimensions and engine
data of M-3S is given in Table I. The total
length is 23.8 m, maximum diameter is 1.4 m,
lift-off weight is 49.5 ton and the total
amount of lift-off thrust is 246 ton inciluding thrust of 8 strap-on boosters.
The first stage motor named M-13 is composed
of 4 segments loaded with polybutadiene base
solid propellant. The motor case material of
M-13 is a maraging steel with nominal tensile
strength of 200 kg/mm2 . A couple of shaped
charges are provided at both sides of the
top segment to destroy the motor for f I ight
safety. 8 strap-on boosters making 4 pairs
are attached to the first stage for the pur
pose of minimizing the dispersion caused by
disturbances in the early phase of launching
as well as enhancing performance. The exposed
span of ta i I fin is taken as about 2/3 of the
former Mu (M-3H)to reduce the aerodynamic
stability margin so as to make TVC effective.
FVC equipments are located around the nozzle
and a solid motor for roll control (SMRC) is
attached to the tip of each fin.
TVC employed in M-3S is so called LI TVC in
which Freon II4B2 is used for injectant. 8
proportional type injection valves, actuated
by electro-hydraulic device are installed one
to every octant surrounding the nozzle.
Simple blowdown N 2 pressurization is adopted
to both the hydraulic power and Freon feed.
The Freon of 120 £ is loaded in 15 tanks. A
tank of the same configuration is used for the
actuator oil accumulator.
There are electronic instruments, rate gyros
and telemetry systems for the first stage also
inside the fin shroud. The interstage struc
ture between the first and the second stage
is composed of 6 triangular trusses which are
opened after separation by the coil springs
set at the hinges of the trusses.
An SMRC is in principle a device tnat is a
solid propellant gas generator equtpped with
a hot gas valve which alternatively opens or
closes two exhaust nozzles directing toward
opposite side each other, corresponding to
the control signals. The exhaust nozzles are
opened at forward section of a motor on both
sides and each one produces a thrust of 20
kgf in case of full open. The combustion gas
temperature of SMRC Is as. low as II73°C.
The second stage is basically unchanged since
M-3C.except few items. The second stage
motor M-22 contains polybutadiene base propellant of 7 ..2 ton In its case made of the steel
as M-13. Instrumentation bay mounts attitude
sensors and electronics of guidance and
control at its center, and telemetry and

command system, radar transponders, a timer and
other instruments around its peripheral section.
At the peripheral section of the instrumenta
tion bay 2 solid propellant spin motors are
installed. Each of them has two nozzles direct
ing to opposite sides, one for accelerating
spin, the other for decelerating it. The
latter nozzle is closed until the spin rate
comes up to 2 rps which is detected by gyro
system. LITVC and side jet modules are equip
ped around the nozzle of M-22. LITVC for the
second stage is a similar to that of the first
stage but injection valves are of on-off type
instead of the proportional type. The side jet
is an H202 monopropellant rocket of 8 kgf
thrust. In each side jet module, 4 thrusters
are placed directing 2 by 2 to the opposite di
rection. 4 modules installed evenly around the
nozzle close to its exit produce thrust circumferentially on both directions. Those 16 side
jets are efficiently used in various modes,
high thrust mode, low thrust mode (only 8
thrusters are operative In this mode), spin
mode and three axes mode, in accordance with
the progress of flight phase. TVC injectant of
20 & and the side jet propellant of 20 Jl are
loaded for the second stage control. The M-22
motor has also destruction device for safety at
the center of its forward plate. The nose
fairing is made of FRP honeycomb sandwich
shell covered by a thin cork layer for heat
protection.
A spherical third stage motor M-3A Is mated to
the second stage fastened with a marman clamp
on an interstage structure of a truncated cone
which is opened Into 4 petals after the comple
tion of separation. The case material of M-3A
Is Ti alloy, and M-3A Is also loaded with
polybutadiene base propellant. Electrical
interface of M-3S is illustrated In Fig. 2.
Most of the events such as Ignition and separa
tion are conducted by the command from an
electronic programming timer (EPT).
FLIGHT SEQUENCE AND PRINCIPLE OF GUIDANCE AND
CONTROL
Fig. 3 sketches flight sequence of M-3S-I
schematically, and Table 2 shows the main
sequence of events.

Its nominal launch angles are 71° in elevation
and l!9° from north In azimuth. The strap-on
boosters are separated in the early phase as
shown In Table 2. The weathercock stability Is
maintained throughout the first stage flight by
tall fins. The first stage TVC Is activated
from 6 sec. to 20 sec. and from 40 sec. to 65
sec. after launch, 4 SMRC's are ignited at 4
sec. after launch and control the roll angle
during their action time. The second stage TVC
continues control for 64 sec. from the Instant
of Ignition, of M-22.
The nose fairing Is split Into two parts and

jettisoned after burnout of M-22.

RESULTS OF FLIGHT EXPERIMENT

The side jets control only roll attitude when
the second stage TVC is active, but they
perform three axis control after the M-22
motor has burnt out. At the time when the
attitude is to be settled to the third stage
thrust direction, the side jets spin up the
vehicle to approximately'0.5 rps by changing
their mode. Subsequently the spin motor
raises the spin to 2 ,rps.

The first; launch of M-3S was successfully
conducted on 17th of February I960 from
Kagoshlma Space Center (KSC) of I SAS, University
of Tokyo.
The executed times of events are added in
Table 2.

The pitch program is shown in Fig. 4. The
yaw program Is fixed In the direction of
launch azimuth. The attitude reference
system [I] Is called as Spin Free Analytical
Platform (SFAP) because It consists of a
ro 11 stab 111 zed p1 atform, on whIch rate
integrating gyros are mounted In the direction
of 3 axes, and a digital differential analyzer
which computes pitch, yaw and roll angles from
the output of rate Integrating gyros with pulse
rebalance loops as shown in Fig. 5. The
attitude reference system provides also program
registers which give pitch and yaw program
values. Those values are Initially loaded
just before the launch and subtraction or addi
tion of the constant at a proper rate makes
slope In the pitch program.
Mu guidance system C2],t3H Intends to realize,
as far as possible,a desired orbit In which
radius of semi major axis, eccentricity and
inclination are specified ordinarily. The
guidance logic to determine the third stage
thrust direction and its time of Ignition
for the established second stage trajectory
concerns to the problem of orbital transfer
between the second stage trajectory and desir
able sate 11 Ite orb 11. It is so flexible that
an appropriate orbit can be brought under the
conditions of actual flight path even though
not all the desired orbit parameters can be
attainable. The third stage Ignition time can
be changed with the time selector (TSL). The
stored times of events are changed by the
radio command.
The second stage guidance
principle Is based on a logic that minimizes
a quadratic criterion derived from the pertur
bation quantities of burn-out conditions.

The history of the pitch attitude Is drawn In
Fig. 4 In comparison with pitch program. The
amount of correction by radio command were at
most 3° as seen in this figure.
Injectant consumption were 68 £ for the first
stage and 5.9 £ for the second stage. The
former Is close enough to the predicted value
of 61 £ obtained by the computer simulation.
Roll angle error was supressed within +1° by
SMRC after 15 sec from launch.
The elements of the established orbit are given
In Table 3. The perigee height Is 3 km higher
and velocity at perigee Is 30 m/s less than
those planned.
A technological test satellite MS-T4 (TANSEI 4)
was orbited by this launch, and experiments on
satellite technology are being carried out for
more than 16 Items.
PERFORMANCE
Fig. 7 shows the orbital pay load capability of
M-3S. In this figure, 1! 4-stagedt! means the
addition of a solid propel I ant kick motor of
about 300 kg to the satellite. These results
are obtained basing on the condition of
launching from Kagoshlma Space Center located
31.25° N and 131.08° E towards due east
direction.
FUTURE
The ISAS In studying further modification of
Mu to Increase Its payload capability in order
to match for the future demands of space
observation. The preliminary study has shown
that the payload capability could be more than
twice as that of present M-3S. This modifica
tion will endow Mu with a capability of
sending small probe Into the Interplanetary
space. The first mission to which the
improved Mu could be applied will be the
PLANET-A which aims at UV optical observation
of Hal ley's Comet.

The radio command using up-1 Ink of C band
radar Is able to change the value of program
registers as well as the Ignition time of the
third stage stored In TSL according to the
computed results using guidance logic de
scribed above and tracking data of the actual
flight path. Ordinarily, the radio commands
are transmitted 4 times just before and
during burning of the second stage, once for
the third stage and none for the first stage.
As shown in the block diagram of control
system Fig. 6, the control signals for TVC are
dispatched to Injection valves in two adjacent
octants corresponding to the disturbance
imposed on the attitude of the vehicle.
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TABLE

1.

LAUNCH VEHICLE DATA
1ST
STAGE

2ND
STAGE

3RD
STAGE

23.80

8.90

2.50

1.41
0.31

1.41

1.14

(TON)

49 . 5 3

11. 12

1.42

PROPELLANT WEIGHT (TON)
VEHICLE STAGE
BOOSTER (EACH)

27.13
0.34

7.22

1.08

PARAMETER

LENGTH

CM)

DIAMETER
VEHICLE STAGE
BOOSTER-

(M)

TOTAL WEIGHT AT
IGNITION

AVERAGE THRUST
VEHICLE STAGE
BOOSTER C TOTAL)

CTON)

BURNING DURATION
VEHICLE STAGE
BOOSTER

(SEC)

*
**

114-"
109 5' x

70
7.7

8 STRAP-ON BOOSTER MOTORS
AT SEA LEVEL

1-47

36.4

72

6.8

53

IN 4 PAIRS

TABLE

EVENT NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

2.

MAIN SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

CONTROLLER START
TIMER (M-EPT) START
SOLID MOTOR ROLL CONTROL CSMRC)
START
1ST STAGE (Bl), STRAP-ON BOOSTERS
(SB) IGNITION
Bl PITCH-YAW PROGRAM START
SMRC IGNITION
DESTRUCT COMMAND ARMING
Bl THRUST VECTOR CONTROL (TVC)
START
SB BURNOUT
SB SEPARATION
Bl TVC STOP
Bl TVC RESTART
Bl TVC STOP
Bl BURNOUT
SMRC STOP
B2 PITCH-YAW PROGRAM START
Bl SEPARATION
B2 TVC, SIDE-JETS (SJ) ROLL CONTROL
START
B2 IGNITION
B2 TVC STOP
SJ 3-AXIS CONTROL START
B2 BURNOUT
NOSE FAIRING (NF) SEPARATION
SJ SPIN-UP START
SPIN MOTORS CSM) IGNITION
SPIN RATE CONTROL START
SPACECRAFT TIMER (EPT-SA) START
B2 SEPARATION
B3 IGNITION
B3 BURNOUT
B3 SEPARATION
YO DESPINNER RELEASE
YO-YO DESPINNER RELEASE
EVENTS FROM NO.27 THROUGH
13.4 SEC BY TSL COMMAND.

CSEC)

TIME

DESCRIPTION

-60
-30
-20
0
3
4
5

6
7. 7
9
20
40
65
70
80
80
84
85
86
150
151
158
162
231
241
242
442
444
449
502
559
564
** **

C455.*O«
C457.4)"
O62.3) x
(515.3) 55
(572.3)"
(574.3)"

32 WERE SHIFTED BY

THE YO-YO DESPINNER WAS RELEASED DURING THE
FIRST REVOLUTION BY SATELLITE COMMAND.
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TABLE 3. ORBITAL ELEMENTS OF MS-T4 C REV. 135 )

SEMIMAJOR AXIS

6941.296

ECCENTRICITY

KM

0.006116

INCLINATION

38.689

LONGITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE

104.461

DEG

ARGUMENT OF PERIGEE

226.698

DEG

MEAN ANOMALY

222.046
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M-3S-I SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
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PITCH PROGRAM AND PITCH HISTORY OF M-3S-I
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